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1. Introduction

• The encoder-decoder architecture are widely used in
neural machine translation
• the encoder transforms the source sentence into

distributed representations
• From these representations, the decoder generates the

corresponding target sentence
• the attention summarizes certain parts of source

sentence to generate context vectors, alleviating the
• the alternatives of the encoder/decoder can be

RNN/CNN/SAN

• The research on how to decode to generate good
translation draws much attention.

3. Our Approach

• We first propose a novel multi-pass decoder to perform the
translation with a fixed number of decoding passes.

• However, in some cases, more decoding passes perhaps
lead to poor translation as well as high time consumption

• We further propose a novel framework called adaptive
multi-pass decoder to automatically choose a proper
decoding depth using reinforcement learning.

• An auxiliary policy network is employed to learn to
automatically choose to continue next pass decoding or
halt via reinforcement learning.

5. Experiment

• Results on NIST Chinese-English translation task

4. Model

• Ratios of different decoding depths chosen by policy network

2. Our Motivation

• Conventional attention-based neural machine translation
adopts one-pass decoding to generate the target sentence

• Recently, these polishing-based approaches demonstrate
their effectiveness

• these approaches first create a complete draft using
the conventional models

• then polish this draft based on global understanding
of the whole draft

• Although these polishing mechanism-based approaches
demonstrate their effectiveness with two-pass decoding

• The idea of multi-pass decoding (more than two-pass) is
not well explored for neural machine translation

RNN

The Encoder-Decoder Architecture

SANCNN

6. Case Study
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Figure 1: The architecture of our adaptive multi-pass decoder. Given the annotation sequence produced by the
encoder, a policy network is adopted to choose a suitable action from the set {Continue, Stop}, which indicates
continuing next pass decoding, or halt respectively. Different from the conventional decoder which only obtains
the source-side context with the source attention model attnenc, our multi-pass decoder also captures the target-
side context of last-pass decoding with decoder attention model attndec. The policy network also use attnpolicy

to collect useful information from the multi-pass decoding to choose an accurate and effective action to generate
a good translation. Note that in this work the same parameters set of decoder and the corresponding attention
is shared among different decoding passes. For this figure, we demonstrate a translation procedure with 3-pass
decoding controlled by adaptive multi-pass decoder.

where P (y|x, ŷL(x,y)�1; ✓e, ✓d) is conditional
probability computed by multi-pass decoder.
L(x,y) indicates the decoding depth for the in-
stance (x,y). For effectiveness, note that all the
intermediate translations {ŷl} are generated by
greedy search in training and testing phase.

3.2 Policy Network

The multi-pass decoding can be converted into se-
quential decision making process, in which a pol-
icy is adopted to choose next pass decoding or halt.
It’s expected to automatically choose an accurate
and effective decoding depth to generate a good
translation. For example, if the source sentence
is exhausted to obtain the corresponding transla-
tion such as the long sentences, we assume more
decoding passes are needed to improve the trans-
lation, while only one pass decoding is enough to
tackle the simple case.

Our main idea is to use reinforcement learn-
ing to control the decoding depth. We parameter-
ize the available action al 2 {Continue, Stop},
where Continue and Stop indicate continuing
next decoding pass and halt respectively, by a pol-
icy network ⇡(al|spolicyl ; ✓p), where spolicyl repre-
sents the policy state at the l-th decoding pass. For
the purpose of making a better choice about the de-
coding depth and direction, it’s necessary to con-
sider whether or not the source sentence is easy to

obtain a good translation and compared with the
last pass decoding, whether the quality of trans-
lation can be improved. Thus, supervised by this
guideline, the policy state spolicyl is calculated by
GRU to model the difference between the consec-
utive two decoding passes as follows:

spolicyl = fpolicy(spolicyl�1 ,ml) (11)

where fpolicy is the activation function, and ml

captures the useful information with respect to the
policy network at the l-th decoding pass. In this
work, we use the attention models attnpolicy to
collect the decoding progress, denoted as ml of
the l-th decoding pass. In order to take account of
the complexity of source sentence itself, the ini-
tial policy state spolicy0 is computed by spolicy0 =
tanh(WinithM ), where hM is last state source an-
notations, and Winit is the parameters of initializ-
ing the policy state. Finally, we take the policy
state spolicyl as input to calculate the policy as fol-
lows:

⇡(al|spolicyl ; ✓p) = softmax(Wps
policy
l + bp)

(12)
where Wp and bp are the parameters of the policy
network. In this work we use REINFORCE algo-
rithm (Williams, 1992), which is an instance of a
broader class of algorithms called policy gradient
methods (Sutton and Barto, 1998), to learn the pa-
rameter set ✓p such that the sequence of actions
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a = {a1, . . . ,al, . . . ,aL(x,y)
} maximizes the to-

tal expected reward. The expected reward for an
instance is defined as:

Jpolicy(✓p) = E⇡(a|spolicy ;✓p)r(ŷ
L(x,y)) (13)

where r(ŷL(x,y)) is the reward at the L(x,y)-th de-
coding pass. In this work, we use BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) of the final translation ŷL(x,y) gener-
ated by greedy search as input to compute our re-
ward as follows:

r(ŷL(x,y)) = BLEU(ŷL(x,y) ,y) (14)

4 Experiments

In this section, we describe experimental settings
and report empirical results.

4.1 Setup
We evaluated the proposed adaptive multi-
pass decoder on Chinese-English translation
task. The evaluation metric was case-insensitive
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) calculated by the
multi-bleu.perl1 script. The training cor-
pus2 consisted of 1.25M bilingual sentences with
27.9M Chinese words and 34.5M English words.
We used the NIST 2002 (MT02) as the validation
set for hyper-parameter optimization and model
selection, and NIST 2003 (MT03), 2004 (MT04),
2005 (MT05) and 2006 (MT06) as test sets.

To effectively train the NMT model, we trained
each model with sentences of length up to 50
words. Besides, we limited vocabulary size to
30K for both languages and map all the out-of-
vocabulary words in the Chinese-English corpus
to a special token UNK. We applied Rmsprop
(Graves, 2013) to train models and selected the
best model parameters according to the model per-
formance on the development set. During this
procedure, we set the following hyper-parameters:
word embedding dimension as 620, hidden layer
size as 1000, learning rate as 5⇥ 10�4, batch size
as 80, gradient norm as 1.0, and dropout rate as
0.3.

In the experiments, we compared our approach
against the following state-of-the-art SMT and
NMT systems:

1https://github.com/moses-
smt/mosesdecoder/blob/master/scripts/generic/multi-
bleu.perl

2The training corpus includes LDC2002E18,
LDC2003E07, LDC2003E14, part of LDC2004T07,
LDC2004T08 and LDC2005T06

1. Moses3: an open source phrase-based transla-
tion system with default configuration and a
4-gram language model trained on the target
portion of training data. Note that we used all
data to train MOSES (Koehn et al., 2007).

2. RNNSearch: a variant of the attention-based
NMT system (Bahdanau et al., 2014) with
slight changes from dl4mt tutorial4.

3. Deliberation Network5: a re-implementation
of attention-based NMT system with two in-
dependent left-to-right decoders (Xia et al.,
2017). The first-pass decoder is identical to
one of RNNSearch to generate a draft transla-
tion, while the second-pass decoder polishes
it with an extra attention over the first pass de-
coder. The second-pass decoder is integrated
with the first-pass decoder via reinforcement
learning.

4. ABDNMT: As a comparison with the De-
liberation Network, ABDNMT utilizes first-
pass backward decoder to generate a trans-
lation with greedy search, and the second-
pass forward decoder refines it with attention
model (Zhang et al., 2018). For fairness, we
replace the first-pass backward decoder with
a forward decoder.

We set the beam size of all above-mentioned
models as 10 in our work. Deliberation Net-
work and ABDNMT were initialized with the pre-
trained RNNSearch as Xia et al. (2017) and Zhang
et al. (2018) described. Our multi-pass decoder
was also initialized with RNNSearch and other pa-
rameters were randomly initialized from a uniform
distribution on [�0.1, 0.1]. Besides, for effective-
ness, we set the maximum decoding depth of our
adaptive multi-pass decoder as 5.

4.2 Results on Chinese-English Translation

The experimental results of our model and base-
line models on Chinese-English machine transla-
tion datasets are depicted in Table 2 .

3http://www.statmt.org/moses
4https://github.com/nyu-dl/dl4mt-tutorial
5We reproduce the deliberation network based on REIN-

FORCE and gumbel-softmax (Jang et al., 2016), separately,
but there still exists a gap with its best performance. We
attribute this to that our reimplementation may be different
from the original model in some unknown details.
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